Driver Analysis

Provide PGA Tour player analytics for an irresistible addition to your next golf day.

Use GOLFTEC’s industry-leading technology to create an additional draw for participants by providing accurate characteristics of their drives like spin rates, club and ball speeds, launch angles and much more – all translated and compared to the best players in the world by GOLFTEC Certified Personal Coaches™ for an understanding of how to use the information to improve their golf games, and how their equipment performs.

We will set up on the driving range before play and openly invite participants to measure their analytics for an added boost of excitement before they tee off! Also a great way to increase funds at your charity event, our Driver Analysis is a fantastic addition your participants will remember for a long time to come.

About GOLFTEC
Since 1995, the mission has been simple - to help people play better golf. GOLFTEC is the world’s largest golf improvement specialist with over 190 centers worldwide, millions of lessons given and a 96% success rate.

Driver Analysis service includes:
- Participant data collection
- GOLFTEC Certified Personal Coaches

Power Requirements: 110 volt outlet or gas-powered generator

events@golftec.com
844.383.6877
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